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CONGRATULATIONS to  
ESR3 Philipp Tatar-Mathes 

recruited by Tampere University 
 

1st ESR to start his PhD within NETLAS- 
1st ESR to finish his degree 

 
On 16th November 2023 Philipp had his public PhD thesis defence 

within the Optoelectronics Research Centre (ORC), a research team 

operating as part of Physics Unit in the Faculty of Engineering and Natural 

Sciences, Tampere University. ORC is one of the largest academic 

research groups focused on optoelectronics technology and 

applications, with core competence in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) for 

the fabrication of GaAs-, InP-, and GaSb-based optoelectronics devices, 

semiconductor laser technology and applications, and photovoltaics.  

 

Philipp’s thesis was entitled “Membrane-based Broadband 

Semiconductor Light Sources for Optical Coherence Tomography” 

under the supervision of Prof. Mircea Guina. Philipp’s presentation was 

also broadcasted via Teams, giving the chance to his NETLAS peers to 

attend online the special event. The thesis, as well as a press release are 

publicly available under this link.  

In his work, the ESR investigated membrane-based emitters and their 

potential implementation as a light source for OCT. Part of his work was 

also dedicated to the investigation of an all-fiber based PS-OCT setup and 

its variation with regards to temperature, aiming to improving the 

performance and versatility of similar future setups. The public 

examination will remain online for the next two weeks. 

 
 

https://netlas.aogkent.uk/phd3-philipp-tatar-mathes/
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/tampere-university-tau/
https://research.tuni.fi/orc/
https://www.tuni.fi/en/mircea-guina
https://www.tuni.fi/fi/ajankohtaista/philipp-tatar-mathes-new-semiconductor-light-sources-optical-imaging
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Philipp said:"  First of all, I would like to thank my supervisor, Professor Mircea 

Guina for his trust to grant me such a position, as well as his support along the 
way. It was the professional environment that he created that made me want to 
move to Finland. Many thanks to Dr. Hermann Kahle for his supervision and 
including me into his team, providing countless hours of discussion and lessons 
not only about lasers, but also life in general. I am highly grateful to the entire AOG 
group at Kent University in the UK for providing a unique team atmosphere that I 
have not encountered anywhere else like that, as well as the professional guidance 
about OCT. I would like to especially name Lecturer Dr Manuel Marques and Prof. 
Adrian Podoleanu at this point.  It was also thanks to Dr Ramona Cernat’s constant 
efforts that I have gotten the opportunity within NETLAS to connect and interact 
with the other peers of the project. I would also like to thank the NETLAS funding 
for the generous financial support that not only provided me with all the necessary 
equipment but also enabled me to visit international conferences that I would 
otherwise not have been able to participate in, as well as finance a four month stay 
in the UK. There are these moments in which I have learned a lot in my professional 
life. It was also thanks to this project that I could network with a lot of like-minded 
people within all over Europe. In particular, I would like to thank Alejandro, Marie, 
Sacha and Irene for a great time and look forward to meeting anyone within the 
project also after it has come to an end. All of these experiences contributed to 
shaping me become the person I am today.  Thank you All.” 

 
@ photos by NETLAS ESR Alejandro Martinez taken from the online viewing 

https://www.tuni.fi/en/mircea-guina
https://www.tuni.fi/en/mircea-guina
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Hermann-Kahle-2
https://research.kent.ac.uk/applied-optics/research-overview/
https://research.kent.ac.uk/applied-optics/research-overview/
https://www.kent.ac.uk/physics-astronomy/people/4078/marques-manuel
https://www.kent.ac.uk/physics-astronomy/people/357/podoleanu-adrian
https://www.kent.ac.uk/physics-astronomy/people/357/podoleanu-adrian
https://research.kent.ac.uk/applied-optics/person/ramona-cernat/
https://research.kent.ac.uk/applied-optics/person/ramona-cernat/
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/phd13-alejandro-martinez-jimenez/
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/welcome/phd-students/phd9-marie-klufts/
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/welcome/phd-students/phd12-sacha-grelet/
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/phd7-irene-rodriguez-lamoso/
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/phd13-alejandro-martinez-jimenez/
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@ photos by NETLAS ESR Ifte Khairul Alam Bhuiyan, 

 Philipp with Prof. Guina (left) and his colleague Ifte (right) 

 
 
 

 

 

https://netlas.aogkent.uk/phd2-ifte-khairul-alam-bhuiyan-2/
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SECONDMENT  
PhD12 Sacha Grelet recruited by NKT Photonics  

Secondment: University of Kent, Applied Optics Group (AOG) 

06/11/2023 – 22/12/2023 

 

  

@Sacha - the sun was present for my last day working in Denmark! 😎🇩🇰 

 

I would like to thank my colleagues and mentors who have supported and 

guided me through my journey at NKT Photonics. The kindness, expertise and 

camaraderie I have experienced have been truly invaluable. 

 

 

 

 

@photo by Sacha – at 
AOG, Kent University- with 
Alejandro, very excited to 

open the box with the new 
laser source 

 

https://netlas.aogkent.uk/welcome/phd-students/phd12-sacha-grelet/
https://www.nktphotonics.com/
https://research.kent.ac.uk/applied-optics/research-overview/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/nkt-photonics/
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The past 4 years have been extremely rich in learnings and 
discoveries. From the very beginning, I was engaged on 
interesting projects. My team gave me opportunities to 

bring my ideas, the means to materialize them, and I have 
been trusted to present our results in multiple schools and 

conferences worldwide. This exposure has significantly 
contributed to my growth and development, both as a 

scientist and as an individual. 
 

Although I bid farewell to my colleagues today, the bonds we 
have built will remain strong. I am immensely grateful for 
the friendships I have formed and I am looking forward to 

meeting you again. 
 

The next step in my journey brings me to the United 
Kingdom, to the Applied Optics Group's labs of the University 

of Kent 🇬🇧. There, we will demonstrate the potential of our 
new laser source for ultrafast OCT imaging. 

An exciting experiment, that will be the grand 
final of my PhD. 

 

 

 

 

https://research.kent.ac.uk/applied-optics/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/university-of-kent/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/university-of-kent/
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RECENDT have some news:  
 

 An Optics Area Manager position is vacant currently, 

RECENDT is looking for replacements: 

https://www.recendt.at/en/vacant-positions.html 

 Currently Dr Bettina Heise has taken over the THz 

field additionally as Parental leave replacement, at 

least till summer 2024 RECENDT have merged both 

groups (OCT and THz) meanwhile. 

 At beginning of December 2023, Dr Bettina Heise is 

expecting a visit of Prof. Sascha Preu, our NETLAS 

Beneficiary from  Technical University of Darmstadt, 

Germany, integrated in the NETLAS frame planned to 

visit, discuss cooperation and to deliver a talk to 

everyone in RECENDT. 

https://www.recendt.at/en/vacant-positions.html
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Bettina-Heise
https://www.etit.tu-darmstadt.de/fachbereich/professuren_etit/etit_prof_details_41984.en.jsp
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/tu-darmstadt/
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/tu-darmstadt/
https://www.recendt.at/en/
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AOG Visits 

 

Dr Sophie Caujolle’s visit the AOG 

1st November 2023 at 12 pm  

 SLT1 Stacy Building, Kent University 

 
 

 

Dr Sophie Caujolle -  former PhD 

student under Prof. Podoleanu’s supervision -

completed postgraduate study in Applied 

Optics at Kent University and now works 

as Project manager at  

Heidelberg Engineering, Germany. 

 

Sophie was giving a talk titled "From Academia to Industry, an 

Insight" to Kent undergraduate students and to NETLAS and AOG 

members. 

“We thank Sophie for her continuous contribution to the 

training of our AOG members and SPS students, and for 

keeping in touch. Looking forward for your next visit”. – 

Prof. Podoleanu 

https://www.heidelbergengineering.co.uk/
https://research.kent.ac.uk/applied-optics/
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“One week ago, I went back to the University of Kent where I did my 

PhD in the AOG group to give a presentation to undergraduate 

students about going from academia to industry. 

Aside from having the chance to see my old colleagues from the AOG 

(now my friends), it was really an honour to be able to exchange 

with the young generation about my path, my success but also my 

setbacks. In an hour, we went from subjects such as my current job 

and how my applied optics PhD is useful in my day-to-day job as a 

product manager to the place of women in the science field. 

 

I always felt lucky to have met inspiring and uplifting people 

along the path and if I can even give back one drop of it, then this 

will be part of my main success in my career. 

 

Thank you Adrian Bradu to have given me this chance”. 

@ Dr. Sophie Caujolle 
 

 

 

 

PS: thanks Alejandro Martínez 
Jiménez for the nice picture. When I 
see the smile on my face, it gives me 

the confirmation of being happy 
while exchanging ideas and views 

with other people.  

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAAVKjt4BjYz0k3bb52x9ummNllU032-6thg
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAB-4LEUBsAAmwul3YWV5MpJ3bc5MJV2wfuc
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAB-4LEUBsAAmwul3YWV5MpJ3bc5MJV2wfuc
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A few photos from Dr. Sophie Caujolle’s visit 

@photos by Dr Ramona Cernat and NETLAS ESR Alejandro Martinez 
Jimenez 

https://netlas.aogkent.uk/phd13-alejandro-martinez-jimenez/
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/phd13-alejandro-martinez-jimenez/
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AOG Visits 

 

Dr Konstantin Morozov’s visit the AOG 

20th November 2023 at 2.30 pm  

On Monday, 20th of November 2023, AOG lab members welcome Dr Konstantin 
Morozov from Innolume based in Dortmund, Germany - NETLAS 
beneficiary.  Konstantin delivered a general presentation of the company, which 
included an overview on history, facilities and technology, followed by products, R&D 
directions and other projects and activities apart from NETLAS. The presentation took 
place in Photonics building, University of Kent at 2.30 pm and was available online on 
Teams. After the presentation, Konstantin visited the labs of the AOG researchers, 
with the group’s PhD students and post-docs being able to informally explain their 
area of research and potential applications. Screen prints from the presentation will 
follow. 

 
 
 

https://www.innolume.com/
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/innolume-gmbh/
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/innolume-gmbh/
https://research.kent.ac.uk/applied-optics/
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@princreens taken by Dr Ramona Cernat 
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@photos by Dr. Manuel Marques (top) and AOG PhD Student Julien Camard (bottom) 
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OPTICA Chapter event - visit engineering 

labs at the University of Kent 

On 25th October 2023, students from the Optica Chapter attended the 
opening event of Kent’s Engineering society. Their president 
Giuseppe Joulianou presented the society’s mission and aspirations, 
highlighting their keen interest in forging partnerships with 
established networks and charities to collaborate on various projects. 
Among these potential collaborators was REMAP 
(www.remap.org.uk), a UK charity which custom-makes equipment to 
help disabled people live more independent lives. 

Lucy Abbott, president of the Optica Chapter, communicated interest 
on creating a joint Optics/Engineering project, which should foster 
growth and mutual learning for both groups! 

The Chapter’s members then had the opportunity of visiting Kent’s 
Antennas lab, a state-of-the-art facility dedicated to testing antennas 
of varying sizes and shapes, with applications spanning from space 
technology to wearable devices. They also had the chance of visiting 
the lab’s impressive anechoic chamber, were large antennas are 
tested over a wide range of radio-frequencies. The conical foams 
blocks visible on the walls absorb radiation over the studied frequency 
range, ensuring that only direct incident waves are detected! 

The Optica Student Chapter is looking forward to soon collaborating 
with the Engineering society on common goals! 

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.remap.org.uk%2F&data=05%7C01%7CR.Cernat%40kent.ac.uk%7Ce46a5dcb29ab4898a4de08dbdede733e%7C51a9fa563f32449aa7213e3f49aa5e9a%7C0%7C0%7C638348819221113484%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=uPNwnosUCYbYqmiZ5AgEv7nsrQCQVQ36D63z%2FOKAwkc%3D&reserved=0
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@Article and photos by AOG PhD Student Julien Camard 
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SPIE Tampere University Student 
Chapter Visit 

  
 

On 8th November 2023, the SPIE Tampere University student chapter has 
recently visited Microsoft located at Tampere in Finland. Among different 
things, in Tampere they focus on mainly R&D of cameras for Microsoft 
surfaces, and laptops.  

Specialists on different technical areas gave their presentations, 
following Q&A sessions after each. The students were guided to different 
lab inside Microsoft and they had chances to talk the correspondence 
directly. Most of the students joined the occasion are doing PhD in the area 
of Photonics, and Optoelectronics at Tampere University. 

Source: https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:712831031
0054047744/ 

 

 
@ Article by NETLAS ESR Ifte Khairul Alam Bhuiyan 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/spie-tampere-student-chapter/?originalSubdomain=fi
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Ffeed%2Fupdate%2Furn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A7128310310054047744%2F&data=05%7C01%7CR.Cernat%40kent.ac.uk%7Cd789ed8b3ad1497ab94f08dbe68acca5%7C51a9fa563f32449aa7213e3f49aa5e9a%7C0%7C0%7C638357256051138170%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=i%2BaO1%2BklPCmhdgaTFxS1sNk9dRwDzPemOPeazEtWYng%3D&reserved=0
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Ffeed%2Fupdate%2Furn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A7128310310054047744%2F&data=05%7C01%7CR.Cernat%40kent.ac.uk%7Cd789ed8b3ad1497ab94f08dbe68acca5%7C51a9fa563f32449aa7213e3f49aa5e9a%7C0%7C0%7C638357256051138170%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=i%2BaO1%2BklPCmhdgaTFxS1sNk9dRwDzPemOPeazEtWYng%3D&reserved=0
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/phd2-ifte-khairul-alam-bhuiyan-2/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/spie-tampere-student-chapter/?originalSubdomain=fi
https://www.linkedin.com/in/spie-tampere-student-chapter/?originalSubdomain=fi
https://media.licdn.com/dms/image/D4E10AQFZXz3SWQB2oA/image-shrink_800/0/1699521610530?e=1700823600&v=beta&t=Rv0KEcoDbJPBE9SrZyEuOZ_w7t0scGTfNuk6y9PAoBw
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Meeting  
 

 

Between 16-17th of Nov 2023 NETLAS PhD Student Sacha Grelet 

took part in a project meeting organized by SEQUOIA at TU Delft, 

Netherlands. Sacha had the chance to attend the meeting which 

was a combination of an online meeting with the SEQUOIA 

Advisory Board and a presentation from Horizon Europe 

quantum project MUQUABIS. It was a great opportunity for 

Sacha to take part in the face-to-face discussions about the 

conceptually difficult technical details of the project.  

 

 

@ photo by SEQUOIA Horizon Europe project 

https://netlas.aogkent.uk/welcome/phd-students/phd12-sacha-grelet/
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/welcome/phd-students/phd12-sacha-grelet/
https://optics.tudelft.nl/index.php/optics-research-group/research/projects/sequoia-project/
https://www.tudelft.nl/en/
https://sites.google.com/lens.unifi.it/muquabis-project
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sequoia-horizon-europe-project/
https://www.nktphotonics.com/about-us/
https://media.licdn.com/dms/image/D4E22AQGsX_2BiJxGaw/feedshare-shrink_2048_1536/0/1700659488177?e=1704326400&v=beta&t=CtVFxx2dY_4ztHJPD1xLa_1uJ11xyjwEk1GoaMyZ6Fk
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AOG Seminar 

17/11/2023 at 12 pm 

AOG Research Associate Gianni Nteroli 

presented results of his research with the title “Dynamic focus optical 

coherence microscopy”. Gianni’s project under Dr. Adrian Bradu’s 

supervision is funded by the Medical Sciences Awards. 

Print screens from his presentation will follow. 

  

  

@princreens taken by Dr Ramona Cernat 

 

https://research.kent.ac.uk/applied-optics/person/giannis-nteroli/
https://www.kent.ac.uk/physics-astronomy/people/461/bradu-adrian
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@princreens taken by Dr Ramona Cernat 
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AOG Seminar 

Dr. Michael Hughes 

24/11/2023 at 1 pm 

 

OCT image recovery in Python 
 

Mike discussed some lightweight python code for doing OCT image 
recovery (i.e. going from spectra to images), aimed at low-cost OCT 
systems using low-end computers or even a Raspberry Pi. Presentation 
was technical, being presented details of OCT image recovery, things like 
non-uniform Fourier transforms, Kaiser-Bessel interpolation and Hilbert 
transforms. No new science, just implementation details. Print screens 
taken from the presentation will follow. 

  

  

@ Print screens by Dr. Ramona Cernat 

https://www.kent.ac.uk/physics-astronomy/people/463/hughes-michael
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@ Print screens by Dr. Ramona Cernat 
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CONGRATULATIONS Prof. Guina 
 

We are very happy to spread the news about Prof. Mircea 

Guina from Tampere University - NETLAS Beneficiary - 

being elected as a Board of Stakeholders member of 

Photonics21! 

 

 

 

As of the closing date on 7 November 2023, a total of 125 

Photonics21 voters participated in the two-week online election for 

the Photonics21 Board of Stakeholders. This corresponds to an 

impressive voting rate of 83.89%. 

The following 14 organisations and member representatives have 

been successfully elected to the Board of Stakeholders, listed 

alphabetically by affiliation: PHOTONICS21 WELCOMES 14 NEWLY 

ELECTED MEMBERS OF PHOTONICS21 BOARD OF STAKEHOLDERS 

 

NETLAS is very proud that Prof. Guina joined the 

list of distinguished specialists contributing to 

shaping the European research agenda in 

photonics. 

 

 

https://www.tuni.fi/en/mircea-guina
https://www.tuni.fi/en/mircea-guina
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/tampere-university-tau/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/photonics21/
https://www.photonics21.org/2023/photonics21-welcomes-14-newly-elected-members-of-photonics21-board-of-stakeholders
https://www.photonics21.org/2023/photonics21-welcomes-14-newly-elected-members-of-photonics21-board-of-stakeholders
https://www.photonics21.org/2023/photonics21-welcomes-14-newly-elected-members-of-photonics21-board-of-stakeholders
https://netlas.aogkent.uk/
https://www.photonics21.org/about-us/
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NETLAS Beneficiary DTU was named             

BEST TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY IN 

EUROPE  
 

DTU’s research and study programmes top the new EngiRank 
list, which ranks 225 technical universities in 27 EU countries. 

DTU’s research and study programmes tops the new EngiRank 
list which ranks 225 technical universities in 27 EU countries. 
The ranking is based on recognized EU data sources such as 

CORDIS and Erasmus+ as well as publication and citation 
statistics based on the Scopus database, and patent statistics 

from the European Patent Office. With special focus on the EU, 
EngiRank includes—among other indicators—the universities’ 
success in raising research funds, and examines how students 

apply for admission to engineering programmes at technical 
universities in the EU. 

 
Quality in research and education 

DTU is ranked as number one in EngiRank’s overall 
ranking, which is based on 15 indicators, broken down by five 
criteria: Research, Innovation, SDG 9, Internationalization 

and Interdisciplinarity.  

The underlying rankings by subject have been calculated 
according to a different method, which varies from subject 

ranking to subject ranking. The primary criteria are: Research, 
Innovation, Teaching Quality, and SDGs. 

 

Read more about the ranking here.  

https://netlas.aogkent.uk/dtu-fotonik/
https://www.dtu.dk/english/news/all-news/dtu-named-best-technical-university-in-europe?id=6bf3433d-34d2-441a-b4ea-bbe4b06b19e3
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PUBLICATIONS 

Low-loss operation of silicon-on-insulator integrated 
components at 2.6–2.7 µm 

Heidi Tuorila, Jukka Viheriälä, Matteo Cherci, Mikko Harjanne, Yisbel Marin, Samu-
Pekka Ojanen, Pentti Karioja, and Mircea Guina 

Opt. Express 31, 39039-39048 (2023) 
https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.497645 

Development of mid-infrared photonics is gaining attention, driven by a multitude of 
sensing applications requiring increasingly compact and cost-effective photonics systems. 
To this end, low-loss operation of µm-scale silicon-on-insulator photonic integration 
elements is demonstrated for the 2.6–2.7 µm wavelength region. The platform 
utilizes the 3 µm thick silicon core layer technology enabling demonstration of low-
loss and low birefringence waveguides. Measurements of record low single mode 
waveguide propagation losses of 0.56 ± 0.09 dB/cm and bend losses <0.08 dB for various 
miniaturized bend geometries are presented and validated by simulation. Furthermore, a 
wavelength filter based on echelle grating that allows to select several operating 

channels within the 2.64–2.7 µm band, with a linewidth of ∼1.56 nm for each channel 
is presented. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Measurement 
setup configuration 
with the 
supercontinuum light 
source. 

 

https://opg.optica.org/oe/fulltext.cfm?uri=oe-31-23-39039&id=541383
https://opg.optica.org/oe/fulltext.cfm?uri=oe-31-23-39039&id=541383
https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.497645
https://opg.optica.org/getimagev2.cfm?img=eWJulVg1bP42nJFsZbskd586sNbNYYMwCYKD76WjxLQ%3D&uri=oe-31-23-39039-g001
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Real-timing processing of fiber bundle endomicroscopy 
images in Python using PyFibreBundle 

 
Michael R. Hughes 

 
Appl. Opt. 62, 9041-9050 (2023) 

https://doi.org/10.1364/AO.503700 

 
Fiber imaging bundles allow the transfer of optical images from place-to-place along narrow and 

flexible conduits. Traditionally used extensively in medical endoscopy, bundles are now finding 

new applications in endoscopic microscopy and other emerging techniques. PyFibreBundle is an 

open-source Python package for fast processing of images acquired through imaging bundles. 

This includes detection and removal of the fiber core pattern by filtering or interpolation, and 

application of background and flat-field corrections. It also allows images to be stitched together to 

create mosaics and resolution to be improved by combining multiple shifted images. This paper 

describes the technical implementation of PyFibreBundle and provides example results 

from three endomicroscopy imaging systems: color transmission, monochrome 

transmission, and confocal fluorescence. This allows various processing options to be 

compared quantitatively and qualitatively, and benchmarking demonstrates that PyFibreBundle 

can achieve state-of-the-art performance in an open-source package. The paper demonstrates 

core removal by interpolation and mosaicing at over 100 fps, real-time multi-frame 

resolution enhancement and the first demonstration of real-time endomicroscopy image 

processing, including core removal, on a Raspberry Pi single board computer. This 

demonstrates that PyFibreBundle is potentially a valuable tool for the development of low-cost, 

high-performance fiber bundle imaging systems. Read More 

 

Fig. 2. Core 
removal 
using 
Gaussian 
filters of 
different 
sizes for 
transmissio
n image of 
lens tissue 
paper. Raw 
images 
were first 
cropped, 
masked and 
normalized.  
Read More 

 

 

https://opg.optica.org/ao/fulltext.cfm?uri=ao-62-34-9041&id=542574
https://opg.optica.org/ao/fulltext.cfm?uri=ao-62-34-9041&id=542574
https://www.kent.ac.uk/physics-astronomy/people/463/hughes-michael
https://doi.org/10.1364/AO.503700
https://opg.optica.org/ao/fulltext.cfm?uri=ao-62-34-9041&id=542574#figanchor6
https://opg.optica.org/ao/fulltext.cfm?uri=ao-62-34-9041&id=542574#figanchor6
https://opg.optica.org/getimagev2.cfm?img=vsvnHFE9qCmZN9fHVF9gg8aXcLeTTWrkd4qu7RYWFDg%3D&uri=ao-62-34-9041-g002
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In vivo volumetric depth-resolved imaging of cilia 
metachronal waves using dynamic optical 

coherence tomography 
 

Tian Xia, Kohei Umezu, Deirdre M. Scully, Shang Wang, and Irina V. Larina 

 

Optica 10, 1439-1451 (2023) 

https://doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.499927 
 

Motile cilia are dynamic hair-like structures covering epithelial surfaces in multiple organs. The 

periodic coordinated beating of cilia creates waves propagating along the surface, known as the 

metachronal waves, which transport fluids and mucus along the epithelium. Motile ciliopathies 

result from disrupted coordinated cilia beating and are associated with serious clinical 

complications, including reproductive disorders. Despite the recognized clinical significance, 

research of cilia dynamics is extremely limited. Here, we present quantitative imaging of cilia 

metachronal waves volumetrically through tissue layers using dynamic optical coherence 

tomography (OCT). Our method relies on spatiotemporal mapping of the phase of intensity 

fluctuations in OCT images caused by the ciliary beating. We validated our new method ex 

vivo and implemented it in vivo to visualize cilia metachronal wave propagation within the mouse 

fallopian tube. This method can be extended to the assessment of physiological cilia 

function and ciliary dyskinesias in various organ systems, contributing to better management 

of pathologies associated with motile ciliopathies. Read More 

 
Fig. 4. Cilia metachronal wave velocity increases with temperature. A: Structural OCT 

images of the same location of a mouse fallopian tube imaged ex vivo at different 

temperatures are shown in the top row. Read More 

 

https://opg.optica.org/optica/fulltext.cfm?uri=optica-10-11-1439&id=541376
https://opg.optica.org/optica/fulltext.cfm?uri=optica-10-11-1439&id=541376
https://opg.optica.org/optica/fulltext.cfm?uri=optica-10-11-1439&id=541376
https://doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.499927
https://opg.optica.org/optica/fulltext.cfm?uri=optica-10-11-1439&id=541376
https://opg.optica.org/optica/fulltext.cfm?uri=optica-10-11-1439&id=541376#figanchor3
https://opg.optica.org/getimagev2.cfm?img=uecNUhlv5CvfZnDdlWNVWp9lUHIsubyDQdLOJXrCHPg%3D&uri=optica-10-11-1439-g004
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Visible light photoacoustic ophthalmoscopy and near-

infrared-II optical coherence tomography in the mouse eye 

R. Haindl, V. Bellemo, P. Rajendran , B. Tan , M. Liu, B. S. Lee , Q. 
Zhou, R. A. Leitgeb, W. Drexler, L. Schmetterer, M. Pramanik  

APL Photonics 8, 106108 (2023) 

https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0168091 

 
Non-invasive imaging plays a crucial role in diagnosing and studying eye diseases. 
However, existing photoacoustic ophthalmoscopy (PAOM) techniques in mice have 
limitations due to handling restrictions, suboptimal optical properties, limited 
availability of light sources, and permissible light fluence at the retina. This study 
introduces an innovative approach that utilizes Rose Bengal, a contrast agent, 
to enhance PAOM contrast. This enables visualization of deeper structures, such 
as the choroidal vasculature and sclera in the mouse eye, using visible light. The 
integration of near-infrared-II (NIR-II) optical coherence tomography provides 
additional tissue contrast and insights into potential NIR-II PAOM capabilities. 
To optimize imaging, we developed a cost-effective 3D printable mouse eye 
phantom and a fully 3D printable tip/tilt mouse platform. This solution elevates 
PAOM to a user-friendly technology, which can be used to address pressing research 
questions concerning several ocular diseases, such as myopia, glaucoma, and/or age-
related macular degeneration in the future. Read More 

 
Fig. 3 Multimodal OC-PAOM imaging results. 

https://pubs.aip.org/aip/app/article/8/10/106108/2918240/Visible-light-photoacoustic-ophthalmoscopy-and
https://pubs.aip.org/aip/app/article/8/10/106108/2918240/Visible-light-photoacoustic-ophthalmoscopy-and
javascript:;
javascript:;
javascript:;
javascript:;
javascript:;
javascript:;
javascript:;
javascript:;
javascript:;
javascript:;
javascript:;
javascript:;
https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0168091
https://pubs.aip.org/aip/app/article/8/10/106108/2918240/Visible-light-photoacoustic-ophthalmoscopy-and
https://aipp.silverchair-cdn.com/aipp/content_public/journal/app/8/10/10.1063_5.0168091/1/m_106108_1_5.0168091.figures.online.f3.jpeg?Expires=1702468307&Signature=3-7MCJVv36NWb4qe2opbhnMj-CzHXNnznSABrgdd9LsRlmEV-BS-KR6uIXAwYjI41VdB1PdSXFQC3mwRPFAFCnkVeF7~1gldRyNL-6k9ihfhkAFxPYVskS0F32knvDdUyfe0QhyeIlkH7ZQ9ZyXlNtkJo1DuSPndYm0k28Eol-ZsJ-2yOoaKt4J-6znYK1BuSxP7MedMQKsCxMKCdgzpZcpTC6evMDj8U4oJWWPNKgZDAmL4aGTmKY06EWfuuTyqSHVghzJdaEAsYpXWsm8aSsLTOJuMgC89rX4zXNqfuOdHX5X6~59L~gqoHLLQNDuTzEyHADvrz4n5NpTZ3jEz-w__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAIE5G5CRDK6RD3PGA
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Measuring the Intensity of the World’s Most 
Powerful Lasers 

Electrons can help infer laser intensities that are too high to measure 
using conventional methods. 

Scientists are building extremely powerful lasers. For around a trillionth of 
a second, one of these machines will emit thousands of times the power 
of the US electric grid. Such devices could allow researchers to explore 
unsolved problems related to fundamental physics principles and to 
develop innovative laser-based technologies. But these applications 
require precise knowledge of the intensity of any such laser, a 
parameter that is difficult to measure, as no known material can 
withstand the anticipated extreme conditions of the laser beams. Now 
Wendell Hill at the University of Maryland, College Park, and his colleagues 
demonstrate a technique that uses electrons to determine this 
intensity. 

 
S. Ravichandran et al. 

For their demonstration, the researchers fired a high-power laser pulse 
at a low-density gas, causing the gas to release electrons. The laser’s 
electromagnetic field then propelled these electrons forward and out of 
the laser beam. The team observed the angular distribution of the 
ejected electrons in real time using surfaces called image plates that act 
like photographic film. Read More from Physics - Measuring the Intensity of 

the World’s Most Powerful Lasers (aps.org) 

https://physics.aps.org/articles/v16/s149
https://physics.aps.org/articles/v16/s149
https://physics.aps.org/articles/v16/s149
https://physics.aps.org/articles/v16/s149
https://physics.aps.org/assets/c6435352-a3f0-4f2a-bf0d-18ab45136c0d/e149_1.png
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Compressed sensing of human breast optical coherence 3-
D image volume data using predictive coding 

Diego M. Song Cho, Manuel J. Jerome, and Christine P. Hendon 

 

Biomed. Opt. Express 14, 5720-5734 (2023) 
https://doi.org/10.1364/BOE.502851 

There are clinical needs for optical coherence tomography (OCT) of large areas within 

a short period of time, such as imaging resected breast tissue for the evaluation of 

cancer. We report on the use of denoising predictive coding (DN-PC), a novel 

compressed sensing (CS) algorithm for reconstruction of OCT volumes of human 

normal breast and breast cancer tissue. The DN-PC algorithm has been rewritten 

to allow for computational parallelization and efficient memory transfer, resulting in a 

net reduction of computation time by a factor of 20. We compress image volumes at 

decreasing A-line sampling rates to evaluate a relation between reconstruction 

behavior and image features of breast tissue. Read More 

 

Fig. 2. Breast tissue 

DN-PC based image 

reconstructions by 

tissue subtype            

(A = normal adipose,  

B = normal stroma,     

C = cancer) at four A-

line sampling rates 

(scale bar = 250 µm).  

Zoomed-in subregions 

are depicted (bottom 

left) for each frame; 

arrows indicate 

morphological changes 

and patch-shaped 

artifacts that appear as 

compression is higher. 

 

https://opg.optica.org/boe/fulltext.cfm?uri=boe-14-11-5720&id=540755
https://opg.optica.org/boe/fulltext.cfm?uri=boe-14-11-5720&id=540755
https://doi.org/10.1364/BOE.502851
https://opg.optica.org/boe/fulltext.cfm?uri=boe-14-11-5720&id=540755
https://opg.optica.org/getimagev2.cfm?img=BFBmYABlRv4CeOvxta06BG8G4zG9IByD5aN61WSJfCI%3D&uri=boe-14-11-5720-g002
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Retinal Optical Coherence Tomography Features Associated 

With Incident and Prevalent Parkinson Disease 

Siegfried Karl Wagner at.all… Pearse Andrew Keane 

Neurology Oct 2023, 101 (16) e1581-e1593 

https://doi.org/10.1212/WNL.0000000000207727 

Background and Objectives Cadaveric studies have shown disease-related 

neurodegeneration and other morphological abnormalities in the retina of 

individuals with Parkinson disease (PD); however, it remains unclear 

whether this can be reliably detected with in vivo imaging. We investigated 

inner retinal anatomy, measured using optical coherence tomography 

(OCT), in prevalent PD and subsequently assessed the association of these 

markers with the development of PD using a prospective research cohort. 

 

Figure 4 Illustration of Cell Type Distribution in the Retina. An example optical 

coherence tomography scan of the nasal macula adjacent to schematic 

detailing interactions with dopaminergic amacrine cells. 

See the Full PDF here. 

 

https://n.neurology.org/content/101/16/e1581
https://n.neurology.org/content/101/16/e1581
https://n.neurology.org/content/neurology/101/16/e1581.full.pdf
https://n.neurology.org/content/neurology/101/16/e1581/F4.large.jpg?width=800&height=600&carousel=1
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Three steps to meeting photonic device 
demands in today’s market 

 
Photonic integrated circuits (PICs) and laser diodes have the potential to 

address today’s barriers—but only if they can keep pace with market 
demand. 

New technologies like artificial intelligence (AI), augmented and virtual 
reality (AR/VR), and more offer both opportunities and threats to our 
industry. From growing internet usage, increasing data center 
requirements, and the adoption of cloud-based and visualization products 
to LiDAR needs and consumer electronic drivers, market demands are 
placing robust pressure on the existing infrastructure, begging 
for resolutions to limitations. Read More 

Enter photonic integrated circuits (PICs) and laser diodes. 
These technologies, while offering distinct attributes, have the potential 
to address today’s barriers—but only if they can keep pace with market 
demand. 

 
 

In early September, Optica assembled the PIC and laser diode 
communities in Bremen, Germany, for the Photonics Devices Industry 
Summit with the goal of exploring these issues. With the two 
communities facing similar problems—packaging, assembly, 
fiber-to-chip, low-cost back coupling, testing, and automation—
collaboration between the two will enable a more rapid and full-scale 
approach to industry-wide solutions. As varied vertical markets, including 
industrial, LiDAR, medical, communications, and automotive, seek 
photonic-based answers, solving these challenges is a critical industry 
priority.  

https://www.laserfocusworld.com/executive-forum/article/14300030/three-steps-to-meeting-photonic-device-demands-in-todays-market
https://www.laserfocusworld.com/executive-forum/article/14300030/three-steps-to-meeting-photonic-device-demands-in-todays-market
https://www.laserfocusworld.com/executive-forum/article/14300030/three-steps-to-meeting-photonic-device-demands-in-todays-market
https://www.optica.org/events/industry_events/2023/2023_optica_photonics_devices_industry_summit/
https://www.optica.org/events/industry_events/2023/2023_optica_photonics_devices_industry_summit/
https://img.laserfocusworld.com/files/base/ebm/lfw/image/2023/10/dreamstime_xxl_156892163.652577b8f0f49.png?auto=format,compress&w=1050&h=590&cache=0.7932273831444709&fit=clip
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Towards interconnecting quantum computers using 

light and sound on a chip 

 
Interconnecting remote quantum computers may accelerate the 

development of quantum technologies. But the road there is 

paved with several challenges. Now a research team at Chalmers 

University of Technology has made progress towards solving a 

central problem in the area - and thus taken a step closer to the 

possibility of interconnecting quantum computers using light . 
 

 
 

Quantum computers around the world are becoming increasingly 

powerful – one qubit at the time. The WACQT quantum computer at 

Chalmers University of Technology has currently reached 25 qubits and 

is aiming for 100 superconducting qubits. Developing quantum 

computers takes time and requires considerable resources, which calls for 

alternative approaches. At the Division of Quantum Technology at 

Chalmers University of Technology, researchers are hence exploring 

the possibility of connecting remote quantum computers with each 

other to make better use of the total computing power . Read More 
 

https://www.chalmers.se/en/current/news/mc2-towards-interconnecting-quantum-computers-using-light-and-sound-on-a-chip/
https://www.chalmers.se/en/current/news/mc2-towards-interconnecting-quantum-computers-using-light-and-sound-on-a-chip/
https://www.chalmers.se/en/current/news/mc2-towards-interconnecting-quantum-computers-using-light-and-sound-on-a-chip/
https://www.chalmers.se/_next/image/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcms.www.chalmers.se%2FMedia%2Fhm4kkakq%2Fjohan-kolvik-interconnected-computers.jpg%3Frxy%3D0.7559144071786147%252C0.4886554802810191%26width%3D1920%26height%3D1080%26rnd%3D133433219584030000%26quality%3D60%26format%3Dwebp&w=828&q=85
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NKT is presenting a not-so-technical guide for the curious 

who wants to learn about optical fibers and lasers but don’t 

want to go into every tiny technical detail 

Read the guide if you want answers to the questions: 

 

What are optical fibers? 

What is a Photonic Crystal Fiber? 

What is a laser? 

What is a fiber laser? 

What is a supercontinuum laser? 

What is a single-frequency laser? 

What is an ultrafast laser? 

 

A non-technical guide to NKT Photonics 

and our technology - NKT Photonics 
 

https://www.nktphotonics.com/a-non-technical-guide-to-nkt-photonics-and-our-technology/
https://www.nktphotonics.com/a-non-technical-guide-to-nkt-photonics-and-our-technology/
https://www.nktphotonics.com/a-non-technical-guide-to-nkt-photonics-and-our-technology/
https://www.nktphotonics.com/a-non-technical-guide-to-nkt-photonics-and-our-technology/
https://www.nktphotonics.com/a-non-technical-guide-to-nkt-photonics-and-our-technology/
https://www.nktphotonics.com/about-us/
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Books & Reviews 

Ocular Imaging: Lectures in Optics, Volume 5 
 

By  George Asimellis 

 
Estimated Publication Date: 13 December 2023 
Pages: 504, ISBN: 9781510622654, Volume: PM297 

 

 

This fifth volume of the series Lectures in 
Optics provides comprehensive coverage of 
ocular imaging, a broad field comprising 
diagnostic instrumentation that assists in the 
production of biometric data as well as two- and 
three-dimensional images of the eye. Aided by 
developments in digital imaging and computer 
processing, ocular imaging has seen explosive 
growth that has transformed ocular care into a 
very precise and accurate field, assisting in the 
diagnosis of several diseases as well as the 
management, planning, and postoperative 
follow up of several refractive surgical 
procedures, such as laser corneal refractive 
correction of ametropia and cataract surgery / IOL 
implantation. 

 

Check Table of Contents here 

Previous volumes are available as following: 
 

Visual Optics: Lectures in Optics, Vol 4 (Press Monographs): Amazon.co.uk: George 

Asimellis (author): 9781510622616: Books 
 

 

Wave Optics: Lectures in Optics (Volume 3) (Lectures in Optics, 3): Amazon.co.uk: George 

Asimellis (author): 9781510622630: Books 
 

 

Geometrical Optics: Lectures in Optics (Volume 2) (Lectures in Optics, 2): Amazon.co.uk: 

George Asimellis (author): 9781510619456: Books 

 

 

Introduction to Optics: Lectures in Optics (Volume 1) (Lectures in Optics, 1): Amazon.co.uk: 

George Asimellis (author): 9781510619432: Books 

https://spie.org/profile/George.Asimellis-509800
https://spie.org/Publications/Book/2506316?SSO=1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Visual-Optics-Lectures-Press-Monographs/dp/1510622616
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Visual-Optics-Lectures-Press-Monographs/dp/1510622616
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Wave-Optics-Lectures-3/dp/1510622632
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Wave-Optics-Lectures-3/dp/1510622632
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Geometrical-Optics-Lectures-2/dp/1510619453
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Geometrical-Optics-Lectures-2/dp/1510619453
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Introduction-Optics-Lectures-1/dp/1510619437
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Introduction-Optics-Lectures-1/dp/1510619437
https://spie.org/images/graphics/VolumeCovers/PM297.jpg
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CONFERENCES 
 

Paper submissions are open for 

CLEO24! 
 

Submit your breakthrough research in laser science and come present in 

Charlotte, North Carolina in 2024! Send your research from science and 

engineering related to lasers, optics and photonics for a global audience of 

researchers and exhibitors.  

 

📅 Submit by 21 November: https://ow.ly/7ev650Q11LF 

 

📝 Stay up to date for registration information: https://ow.ly/1Ae850Q11LK 
 

 

 
 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=cleo24&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A7125391251582910464
https://ow.ly/7ev650Q11LF
https://ow.ly/1Ae850Q11LK
https://media.licdn.com/dms/image/D4D10AQHUAWltplmtQQ/image-shrink_800/0/1698825657435?e=1699441200&v=beta&t=G4DkQhqPbs6fvmiQFmeTt0gA-0kCLWFf-Rvf5jPRkcA
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CONFERENCES 
 

 

Optica Biophotonics Congress: Biomedical Optics  

Fort Lauderdale, Florida USA, 7-10 April 2024 
 

 

Topics central to this meeting are: 

 novel OCT methods and technologies 

 imaging probes and systems 

 computational modelling  

 image processing algorithms 

 multimodal technologies  

 basic and translational applications 

 

Deadline 05 December 2023  
 

Submit Paper 

https://www.optica.org/events/congress/biophotonics_congress_biomedical_optics/program/optical_coherence_tomography/
https://www.optica.org/events/congress/biophotonics_congress_biomedical_optics/submit_papers/
https://www.optica.org/events/congress/biophotonics_congress_biomedical_optics/submit_papers/
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Superlum is proud to announce that in January 2024 will be 

making the trip to San-Francisco, California once again to 

exhibit at the industry leading SPIEPhotonicsWest 2024.  

 

Make sure to drop by their booth 8641 at BiOS and      

4629 at Photonics West.  

Their team will gladly have a chat about their assignments 

and applications and advise which of their solutions can suit 

your needs best.  

 

You are also very welcome to arrange a meeting with them in 

advance by sending a message to sales@superlum.ie. 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=spiephotonicswest&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A7130132962745966592
mailto:sales@superlum.ie
https://www.superlumdiodes.com/
https://media.licdn.com/dms/image/D4E22AQEX9FlIq5r_CQ/feedshare-shrink_800/0/1699956168309?e=1703116800&v=beta&t=KgWJUAok1ETuY_v75spLUrfYcCbAGDd4F52wKRcJKTE
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An MDT Approach to Head & Neck Imaging 

3-day intensive training course for ENT/radiology 

trainees and specialists from low-resource settings in 

Africa and Asia 

Wed, 15 Nov - Fri, 17 Nov 2023  
 

Course leaders: Dr Jacob Melchiors (Denmark) and NETLAS 

Associated Partner Dr Taran Tatla (London, UK) 
 

An MDT Approach to Head & Neck Imaging Tickets, Wed 15 Nov 2023 at 

09:00 | Eventbrite 
 

 

 

 

Agenda 
08:30 - 14:20 

Day 1: 

Fundamentals of 

Acute Imaging 

08:30 - 17:35 

Day 2: Correlative 

Cross-Sectional 

Imaging 

08:30 - 17:00 

Day 3: Advanced 

Imaging 
 

 

To view the full course agenda: entdenmark.com/imaging/. 

Cerebr8 are live-streaming this course online as a pilot charitable 

event. They aim to share this 20-year established course for free to 

ENT/radiology trainees and consultants from low resource settings 

in Africa and Asia. 
 

 

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/an-mdt-approach-to-head-neck-imaging-tickets-721577968127?utm_experiment=control_share_listing&aff=ebdsshios
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/an-mdt-approach-to-head-neck-imaging-tickets-721577968127?utm_experiment=control_share_listing&aff=ebdsshios
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/an-mdt-approach-to-head-neck-imaging-tickets-721577968127?utm_experiment=control_share_listing&aff=ebdsshios
https://entdenmark.com/imaging/
https://img.evbuc.com/https%3A%2F%2Fcdn.evbuc.com%2Fimages%2F603515929%2F528918195535%2F1%2Foriginal.20230921-181946?w=940&auto=format%2Ccompress&q=75&sharp=10&rect=0%2C80%2C2560%2C1280&s=7b1026b70786793446a1994f617d6758
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Basic Vascular Science meeting 
 23rd and 24th February 2024 

 

At the 2024 meeting in the Langenbeck-Virchow-House of 

the German Society of Surgery you will learn from Vascular 

Biologists, Vascular Surgeons, Cardiovascular Clinicians, 

Medical and Advanced Imaging Engineers on topics 

including: 
 

 Translational aspects of aortic aneurysm diagnosis and treatment 

 Vascular imaging 

 Thrombus formation in COVID and long COVID 

 Translational aspects of vascular access 

 Cardiovascular remodelling 

 

Keynote speakers 
Adrien Desjardins, UCL, UK 

Recent advances in vascular imaging and blood flow analysis 

  

Maani Hakimi, Lucerne, Switzerland 

Different aetiological backgrounds of aortic pathologies 

  

Margreet de Vries, Leiden, The Netherlands 

Non-invasive ultra-high frequency ultrasound and photoacoustics 

imaging: focus on the vessel wall 

Workshop 
On Friday morning 23 February there will be a workshop 'Advances 

in -Omics technology'. Click here for more information. 

 

Abstract submission deadline 1 December 2023 
 

https://www.bvssm.com/
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/medical-physics-biomedical-engineering/people/dr-adrien-desjardins-0
https://vascular-international.org/hakimi-maani-luzern-tutor/
http://www.einthovenlaboratory.com/medewerkers/margreet-de-vries-phd/
https://www.bvssm.com/_files/ugd/f4cd47_acc3880665184996bb1a33b546aba783.pdf
https://www.bvssm.com/
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VISIBLE-LIGHT OPTICAL COHERENCE 
TOMOGRAPHY: PYTHON VIS OCT EXPLORER 

PROJECT 
 

 
Visible-light OCT image processing software 

VisOCT Explorer is a free software aiming to facilitate ophthalmic 

research with high-performance OCT image processing 

capability for the data from visible-light OCT systems with an easy-

to-use graphical user interface. This software is developed and 

maintained by the Functional Optical Imaging Lab at Northwestern 

University. 

Learn More 

https://foil.northwestern.edu/
http://www.northwestern.edu/
http://www.northwestern.edu/
https://www.visibleoct.org/visoct-explorer
https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/YGQnssYs-BIG7aN08MTQ0oyNqhZFsW686TRKADD-RMBRsbV-tyW8taTo8iBOCyDh_p9XREfNDZVPTaTaxwEBFZZMBVG4FeI0Y2gIjoVPaa1ykzahjIEdIEENG_r3c0CIRw=w1280
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SPIE International Day of Light Photo Contest 

Congratulations to 2023 Photo Contest winners! 
 

First Place - Sergey Tolmachev; "Water" 

Second Place - Steve Tambosso; "The Lagoon Nebula" 

Third Place - Phuoc Hoai Nguyen; "Fishing Boat" 
 

  

 
 

 

If you're interested in joining the LightDay2024 competition, 

submissions are now open. 

Learn more here: SPIE International Day of Light Photo Contest  
 

https://spie.org/about-spie/international-day-of-light/idl-photo-contest?utm_campaign=linkedin&utm_source=customer_centric_multi_product&utm_medium=social_networking
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=lightday2024&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A7125453837502443521
https://spie.org/about-spie/international-day-of-light/idl-photo-contest?utm_campaign=linkedin&utm_source=customer_centric_multi_product&utm_medium=social_networking
https://spie.org/images/Graphics/About/IDL/2023%20Photo%20Contest/FirstPlace_SergeyTolmachev_Water2.jpg
https://spie.org/images/Graphics/About/IDL/2023%20Photo%20Contest/SecondPlace_SteveTambosso_TheLagoonNebula.jpg
https://spie.org/images/Graphics/About/IDL/2023%20Photo%20Contest/ThirdPlace_PhuocHoaiNguyen_Fishingboat.jpg
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The London Institute for Healthcare Engineering (LIHE) is 

the first MedTech venture builder in the UK, ensuring that 

research in healthcare engineering is translated rapidly 

into new products and technologies that will benefit 

patient outcomes. 

LIHE brings together world-class research and development 

expertise across academia, the NHS and MedTech 

companies, in a new building embedded within the St 

Thomas’ Hospital campus. 

LIHE is opening its doors to MedTech companies and 

members from across the UK in February 2024. 

 

Register your interest below to receive their newsletter. 
 

 

The London Institute for Healthcare Engineering (lihe.org.uk) 
 

 

 

 

https://lihe.org.uk/
https://lihe.org.uk/
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10 Important job search tips: 

 

1. Define Your Goals: Clearly articulate the type of job you want and your 

long-term career goals. 

 

2. Customize Your Resume: Tailor your resume for each job application, 

highlighting relevant skills and experiences. 

 

3. Network: Leverage your professional and personal networks to discover job 

opportunities and gain insights. 

 

4. Use Online Job Search Engines: Make use of job search websites and 

platforms like LinkedIn, Indeed, and Glassdoor. 

 

5. Prepare for Interviews: Practice answering common interview questions 

and research the company beforehand. 

 

6. Stay Organized: Keep a record of the positions you've applied for and any 

follow-up actions needed. 

 

7. Seek Feedback: Ask for feedback on your application materials and 

interview performance. 

 

8. Stay Persistent and Patient: Job searching can take time, so don't get 

discouraged and stay persistent. 

 

9. Stay Informed: Keep up with industry trends and news relevant to your job 

search. 

 

10. Maintain a Positive Attitude: Stay optimistic and focused on your goal, 

even in the face of rejections or setbacks. 

Follow 👉 Job Hunters United 

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/job-hunters-united_job-jobsearch-tips-activity-7124959278397800448-wYKI?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/company/job-hunters-united/
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Job Opportunity at the 

University of Kent 

Postdoc: Machine learning for OCT-

Raman medical imaging 

 

The title of the project is Quantitative OCT-Raman spectral imaging 
for intra-operative detection of positive margins in breast 
conserving surgery. This combines two imaging techniques: OCT 
and Raman. The physicists on the project are some of the most 
experienced research in the UK in these fields. The machine 
learning algorithms will have to operate during breast conserving 
surgery, so there are runtime constraints. The algorithms will also have 
to interface with hardware. There is an extra statistical complication 
in that two types of imaging are used, OCT and Raman, and the 
machine learning algorithms will have to be accurate for the 
sequential application of these two techniques. There will be a 
particular emphasis on reproducibility of the results. All this makes for 
a set of challenging technical problems, and you will be able to publish 
and attend conferences throughout this postdoc. 

You will be directly supervised by Prof. Philippe De Wilde from the 
University of Kent. He has a 30-year track record of signal processing 
using neural networks, most recently on small-sample 
electromyographic signals. He has also been Deputy Vice-Chancellor 
Research & Innovation at the University of Kent and will use this 
experience to ensure good management of research, ethical standards, 
as well as innovation relationships in this project. Read More 

Apply Now - closing Date 13 December 2023 

https://jobs.kent.ac.uk/vacancy.aspx?ref=NATS-257-23-R
https://jobs.kent.ac.uk/vacancy.aspx?ref=NATS-257-23-R
https://www.kent.ac.uk/biosciences/people/3867/de-wilde-philippe
https://jobs.kent.ac.uk/vacancy.aspx?ref=NATS-257-23-R
https://jobs.kent.ac.uk/vacancy.aspx?ref=NATS-257-23-R
https://www.kent.ac.uk/
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Opportunity for a Research Scientist in Biophotonics 

looking for a two year extendable contract 
 

CNR IFN · Milan, Lombardy, Italy 
 

Role Description 

This is a full-time temporary position, with a two-year contract and the option for 

renewal after the first year, for a Research Scientist in Biophotonics. The primary 

focus will be on vibrational imaging and spectroscopy, covering mainly 

spontaneous Raman approaches, but also, eventually, coherent Raman, FT-IR, 

Photothermal, and Brillouin approaches, depending on the candidate's expertise 

and project requirements. 

The contract will be a Research Fellowship (assegno di ricerca), configured as a 

Post-doc (post-dottorale) (preferred) or Post-grad (post-laurea) position, 

depending on the candidate's CV. The successful candidate will be based in 

Milan and will have the flexibility to work from home (approximately one or two 

days a week, if necessary, when experiments are not running in the lab). 

Responsibilities include using, optimizing, and potentially developing methods 

and techniques for label-free imaging and spectroscopy of biological systems. 

The candidate will integrate acquired knowledge, implement and develop 

technologies tailored to specific problems in medicine and biology, and work 

autonomously in sample preparation, data collection, data analysis, 

reporting, and drafting scientific articles. Additionally, the candidate should be 

capable of training and supervising master's students and/or PhD students. 

The candidate will work in a highly interdisciplinary environment, collaborating with 

people with backgrounds in physics, engineering, optics, biomedicine, and data 

analysis, including AI. 

Application 

To apply use the LinkedIn form or just contact renzo.vanna@cnr.it 

Deadline 

The position will be open until December 13, 2023 

 

https://ifn.cnr.it/news/open-position-research-scientist-in-biophotonics/
https://ifn.cnr.it/news/open-position-research-scientist-in-biophotonics/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cnr-ifn/life
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/3769258024/
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Think You Know What a Second Is? It Will 
Likely Change in the Next Decade 

 
BY TARA FORTIER 

Measuring and keeping track of time has allowed people to plan and coordinate locally 
with others for millennia. As the world has modernized and our pace of life has 
increased, our relationship to time has changed. Time has become a scarce 
commodity. The standardization of time has also become essential for the stability in 
power grids and for data synchronization over the internet, global travel, and 
telecommunications.  

In 1960, the second was defined as an international standard unit of 
measurement for time. Since then, the second has undergone multiple redefinitions. 
These redefinitions may have happened in your lifetime, and you probably did not 
notice.  

Prior to 1967, the official time reference for the second was the stable but slow rotation 
of the Earth relative to the cosmos. But Earth’s rotation can slow down and speed up 
based on the gravitational influence of the Moon and the movement of the outer shell 
of the Earth. This presents a challenge for accurate timekeeping. That is why, after 
1967, the second’s definition changed to one based on the exquisitely stable energy 
levels in atoms, hence the term “atomic clock.”  

 

NIST researcher Tara Fortier aligns optics 
to maximize the signal coming from an 

optical clock. The signal is measured by a 
frequency comb. 

The first atomic clocks were developed 
in the 1940s and became commercially 
available in the 1960s. Since then, every 

decade has seen better than a tenfold 
improvement in timekeeping performance. 

Now, if you could wait long enough, the 
best atomic clocks would lose only one 

second every 15 billion years! 

 
Read More Think You Know What a Second Is? It Will Likely Change in the Next Decade. | 

NIST 

https://www.nist.gov/blogs/taking-measure/think-you-know-what-second-it-will-likely-change-next-decade
https://www.nist.gov/blogs/taking-measure/think-you-know-what-second-it-will-likely-change-next-decade
https://www.nist.gov/blogs/taking-measure/authors/tara-fortier
https://www.nist.gov/blogs/taking-measure/think-you-know-what-second-it-will-likely-change-next-decade
https://www.nist.gov/blogs/taking-measure/think-you-know-what-second-it-will-likely-change-next-decade
https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/images/2023/10/16/tara_fortier_working_in_lab_october_2023.jpg
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November 7th - INTERNATIONAL DAY OF MEDICAL PHYSICS 

 
Every year on November 7th, the International Day of Medical Physics 
raises awareness about the role that physics play regarding patient 

care. It’s also a day to acknowledge important medical physicists 
throughout history. 

 
The International Organization for Medical Physics (IOMP) has organized 
this annual event since 2012. They chose November 7th as on this date in 
1867 physicist Marie Sklodowska-Curie was born in Poland. Also known 
as Madame Curie, she is best known for her pioneering research on 
radioactivity. 

 

Every year, medical physicists around the world celebrate this day with live 
webinars, educational seminars, and conferences.  

 Learn more about how X-rays and other medical imaging tests work. 

 Read about famous medical physicists in modern-day history, such 

as Caridad Borras, David W Townsend, Dr. Eiichi Tanaka, Maryellen 

L. Giger, and Godfrey Hounsfield 

 Watch the documentary “The Genius of Marie Curie: The Woman 

Who Lit Up the World” or the film, “Radioactive.” 

https://www.nationaldaycalendar.com/national-day/international-day-of-medical-physics-november-7
https://www.nationaldaycalendar.com/national-day/international-day-of-medical-physics-november-7
https://www.loyolamedicine.org/about-us/blog/how-medical-imaging-scans-work
https://vimeo.com/91352939
https://loop.frontiersin.org/people/94708/bio
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12194-022-00693-z
https://radiology.uchicago.edu/faculty/maryellen-l-giger-phd
https://radiology.uchicago.edu/faculty/maryellen-l-giger-phd
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5144463/#:~:text=Godfrey%20Hounsfield%2C%20a%20biomedical%20engineer,the%20Nobel%20Prize%20in%201979.
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt3904252/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt3904252/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt6017756/
https://www.nationaldaycalendar.com/.image/ar_233:100%2Cc_fill%2Ccs_srgb%2Cg_faces:center%2Cq_auto:eco%2Cw_1920/MjAxODY2ODMzMTE5MTU5OTEz/website-feature---international-day-of-medical-physics--november-7.webp
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THE NOVEMBER REVOLUTION - NOVEMBER 11, 
1974 

The Revolution That Shook Particle Physics 

The November Revolution began with the discovery of a new subatomic particle, 

the J/ψ meson. It was discovered independently by two research groups, at Stanford 

Linear Accelerator Center SLAC and Brookhaven National Laboratory BNL, who 

named it ψ and J respectively. The discovery was announced by both groups together 

on 11 November 1974, and the particle's name was combined to J/ψ in order to 

acknowledge that both groups had equal parts in its discovery. For this discovery, the 

heads of both research groups, Burton Richter of SLAC and Samuel Ting of BNL, were 

awarded the 1976 Nobel Prize in Physics. 

Before this meson was discovered, we only had evidence for three types of quarks: 

up, down and strange. The importance of the J/ψ meson discovery is that it was the 

first particle discovered that contained a quark never seen before, the charm quark. 

In fact, the meson is a bound state of one charm quark and one anti-charm quark. The 

existence of the charm quark was speculated as early as 1964, but this was the first 

time it was actually seen in an experiment. This discovery sparked a revolution - the 

November Revolution, named after the month in which the discovery was 

announced - because it showed us a new path towards understanding the structure 

of matter, namely, that all hadrons, including the familiar protons and neutrons, were 

actually composite particles made of quarks. Before that, many physicists were 

highly skeptic of the quark model, but the discovery of the J/ψ meson managed to 

convince most of them of the model's validity. In the years following 1974, major 

advances in particle physics were made. Read More 

How significant is the 'November Revolution' in the history of particle physics? 

- Quora 

PDF (IOP.ORG) 

Archives and History Office: The November Revolution (stanford.edu) 

vol44-issue10-p025-e.pdf (cern.ch) 

https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/november-2014/the-november-revolution?language_content_entity=und
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J/psi_meson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SLAC_National_Accelerator_Laboratory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brookhaven_National_Laboratory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quark
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hadron
https://www.quora.com/How-significant-is-the-November-Revolution-in-the-history-of-particle-physics
https://www.quora.com/How-significant-is-the-November-Revolution-in-the-history-of-particle-physics
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/2058-7058/17/11/21/pdf
https://www.slac.stanford.edu/history/revolution.shtml#:~:text=November%20Revolution%20in%20Physics,SPEAR%2C%20which%20generated%2042%20publications.
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1733577/files/vol44-issue10-p025-e.pdf
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World Diabetes Day is on 14 November 2023 

 
100 years ago, Frederick Banting and John Macleod won a Nobel Prize for 
discovering the treatment, which has gone on to save millions of lives around 
the world - insulin. 

However, a first attempt to isolate pancreatic extract by means of which blood 
glucose could be normalized in dogs with diabetes was described by the Romanian 
scientist Nicolae Paulescu, but his experiments, interrupted by the First World War, 
never became acknowledged to the extent that they probably should have been.  

The history of the Nobel prize for the discovery of insulin - ScienceDirect 

Since then, our scientists have made incredible breakthroughs – from 
helping people with type 1 to make their own insulin, to putting type 2 into 
remission. And we are getting closer to a cure every day.  

What is diabetic retinopathy? 

Diabetic retinopathy is a complication of diabetes, which can damage 
the tiny blood vessels inside the retina at the back of your eye. 

The retina is the light sensitive tissue that sends signals to the brain to create 
eyesight. Damage to these tiny blood vessels can cause bleeding and 
swelling in the retina that can affect your vision. In severe cases, it can 
even cause blindness. Diabetic retinopathy is a progressive condition. 
The early stages called NPDR (non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy), can be 
‘silent’, since they might not cause any symptoms. 

 

The Importance of Diabetic 
Eye Screening 

 
OCT in diabetic Retinopathy 

(eyescreening.org.uk) 

 

Optical Coherence Tomography in Diabetic Retinopathy | IntechOpen 

https://www.diabetes.org.uk/get_involved/world-diabetes-day
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1923/summary/
https://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/articles/22601-insulin
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sciencedirect.com%2Ftopics%2Fmedicine-and-dentistry%2Fpancreas-extract&data=05%7C01%7CR.Cernat%40kent.ac.uk%7C9989651a149945f2b8b308dbf34277c5%7C51a9fa563f32449aa7213e3f49aa5e9a%7C0%7C0%7C638371239025363374%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Yv9C4Hqgnz2Yf7o70l9Drq0RgJhRPTsFaYzFyWghLQA%3D&reserved=0
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sciencedirect.com%2Ftopics%2Fmedicine-and-dentistry%2Fblood-glucose&data=05%7C01%7CR.Cernat%40kent.ac.uk%7C9989651a149945f2b8b308dbf34277c5%7C51a9fa563f32449aa7213e3f49aa5e9a%7C0%7C0%7C638371239025363374%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Z%2BLZppExtVc5I8eyk5GiKRF6g%2F2xt4CHMrHpkEYD3Is%3D&reserved=0
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sciencedirect.com%2Ftopics%2Fmedicine-and-dentistry%2Fblood-glucose&data=05%7C01%7CR.Cernat%40kent.ac.uk%7C9989651a149945f2b8b308dbf34277c5%7C51a9fa563f32449aa7213e3f49aa5e9a%7C0%7C0%7C638371239025363374%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Z%2BLZppExtVc5I8eyk5GiKRF6g%2F2xt4CHMrHpkEYD3Is%3D&reserved=0
https://www.diabetes.co.uk/pioneers/nicolae-paulescu.html
https://www.diabetes.co.uk/pioneers/nicolae-paulescu.html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168822721001789
https://www.lei.org.au/services/eye-health-information/diabetic-retinopathy/
https://www.optos.com/blog/2023/november/Diabetic-Eye-Exams/?utm_campaign=coschedule&utm_source=linkedin_company&utm_medium=Optos
https://www.optos.com/blog/2023/november/Diabetic-Eye-Exams/?utm_campaign=coschedule&utm_source=linkedin_company&utm_medium=Optos
https://www.eyescreening.org.uk/userFiles/File/Education/OCT%20in%20Diabetic%20Retinopathy%20-%20Samantha%20Mann.pdf
https://www.eyescreening.org.uk/userFiles/File/Education/OCT%20in%20Diabetic%20Retinopathy%20-%20Samantha%20Mann.pdf
https://www.intechopen.com/chapters/79139
https://winretina.us/diabetic-eye-disease/
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International Students' Day 

17th November 

 

 

The International Students’ Day is celebrated all around 

the world on November 17th. However, not a common 

celebration, this day is commemorated annually as a 

result of the events that took place in Prague during 

World War II in 1939. Originally a day to remember the 

students who died in World War II, today it is held to 

highlight the importance of education for all students. 

The goal of this day is to ensure that every child in the world has access to education. 

Being an international student in a foreign country is not easy. Having to leave your 

home and family behind takes courage. International students travel far from their 

home countries for higher education, which will help them to have a better life and 

provide for their loved ones.  

While university life is difficult for all students, there is no doubt that international 

students face more challenges. This includes homesickness, cultural differences, 

financial problems, and language barriers. International Students’ Day is a great 

opportunity to honour students all around the world. It is a day to celebrate 

multiculturalism, diversity, and cooperation.  

But what is the full story behind this celebration? Read more from the links below: 

What is International Students' Day? (studyinternational.com) 

history_of_the_international_students_day.pdf (obessu.org) 

 

 

https://www.studyinternational.com/news/international-students-day/
https://www.studyinternational.com/news/international-students-day/
https://www.obessu.org/site/assets/files/1373/history_of_the_international_students_day.pdf
https://jmcscientificconsulting.com/microscopy-bausch-and-lomb-53x-uv-reflecting-objective-imaging-of-diatoms/
https://img.jagranjosh.com/images/2022/November/16112022/international-students-day.webp
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MICROSCOPY – BAUSCH AND LOMB 53X UV REFLECTING 
OBJECTIVE IMAGING OF DIATOMS 

By JONATHAN CROWTHER 

 
Occasionally I like to have a play with some of the unusual historical UV microscope 

equipment I’ve been fortunate to be able to find, and see whether it can still be used 

to create images on my Olympus BHB. Last night I got a Bausch and Lomb 53x NA 

0.72 reflecting objective out of its box and put it on the microscope. Today’s post 

shares some images from it and a bit about the objective itself. 

The Bausch and Lomb (B&L) UV reflecting objectives are unusual and rare. I’ve 

seen them discussed in a 1958 B&L catalogue, and there were two types – a 53x NA 

0.72 and a x94 NA 1.00 – each along with matching reflecting condensers, and 

3.5x and 10x UV eyepieces. The reflecting objectives and condensers combined 

quartz and calcium fluoride refractive elements along with mirrors. The 10x eyepiece 

was quartz, and the 3.5x quartz and calcium fluoride. I’d assumed these were unicorns 

and would never see them in the flesh, and then I managed to track down a boxed set 

of the 53x objective and condenser and 10x eyepiece and jumped on it. Read More 

 

  
Diatom using the Bausch and Lomb 53x UV reflecting objective. 

 
There are some fascinating historical optical items out there which would have been 

horrendously expensive to buy when they were originally made. While rare they do 

crop up occasionally for sale, and that allows people like me to try out a slice of history 

for my research. As always, thanks for reading, and if you’d like to know more about 

my work, I can be reached here. 

https://jmcscientificconsulting.com/microscopy-bausch-and-lomb-53x-uv-reflecting-objective-imaging-of-diatoms/
https://jmcscientificconsulting.com/microscopy-bausch-and-lomb-53x-uv-reflecting-objective-imaging-of-diatoms/
https://jmcscientificconsulting.com/author/jonathan/
https://jmcscientificconsulting.com/microscopy-bausch-and-lomb-53x-uv-reflecting-objective-imaging-of-diatoms/
https://jmcscientificconsulting.com/contact/
https://jmcscientificconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/2023-11-02-09.49.18-ZS-PMax-mod-lab-1600-1024x899.jpg
https://jmcscientificconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/2023-11-02-10.19.13-ZS-PMax-mod-lab-1600-1024x813.jpg
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Optics & Photonics News Magazine 

November 2023 Issue 

 

 What Computer Vision Can Learn from Insect Vision  

 Adaptive Optics: Assessing Vision, Disease and 

Treatment 

 MXenes for Optics and Photonics 

Browse all Issues 

https://www.optica-opn.org/home/articles/volume_34/november_2023/features/adaptive_optics_assessing_vision_disease_and_treat/
https://www.optica-opn.org/home/articles/volume_34/november_2023/features/adaptive_optics_assessing_vision_disease_and_treat/
https://www.optica-opn.org/home/articles/volume_34/november_2023/features/what_computer_vision_can_learn_from_insect_vision/
https://www.optica-opn.org/home/articles/volume_34/november_2023/features/adaptive_optics_assessing_vision_disease_and_treat/
https://www.optica-opn.org/home/articles/volume_34/november_2023/features/adaptive_optics_assessing_vision_disease_and_treat/
https://www.optica-opn.org/home/articles/volume_34/november_2023/features/mxenes_for_optics_and_photonics/
https://www.optica-opn.org/home/archive
https://www.optica-opn.org/home/
https://www.optica-opn.org/opn/media/Images/Articles/2023/1123/Departments/20231101-Cover-web.jpg?ext=.jpg
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The Value of Patents: It’s More than the Money 

By Alan Eli Willner 

Being an inventor on a patent can carry great weight as part of your 
credentials.  

Do you know who invented the laser? It was a subject of much controversy. After a 

30-year battle, the US legal system determined decades ago that Gordon Gould, who 

is often credited with coining the term “laser,” was the inventor on a key patent for 

optical pumping to produce amplification that enables lasing. 

 

Supatman / Getty Image 

Patents were considered valuable by the 

giants of our field. For example, Optica 

Honorary Members Arthur Schawlow and 

Charles Townes held a 1960 patent that 

described an optical maser and its use for a 

communication system. Even Alexander 

Graham Bell had a patent granted in 1880 for 

the photophone, a device that employed 

reflected sunlight to transmit a voice. 

These people took patents seriously, and so should you. Indeed, patents are so 

important that they are even in the US Constitution: “The Congress shall have 

power … to promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited 

times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and 

discoveries.” 

 

Patent basics 
A patent lays out the details of an invention and gives its owners certain legal 

rights for a period of time. Patent owners can collect royalties when someone else 

uses the invention or stop anyone from using it altogether. The most important part 

of the patent are the claims that describe exactly what the invention is. Although 

patent laws differ from country to country, the basic requirements are similar: the 

invention should be new, useful and unobvious, and the patent should give 

enough detail so that a person with relevant skills can reproduce it. Read the 

entire article here. 

https://www.optica-opn.org/home/articles/volume_34/november_2023/departments/the_value_of_patents_it_s_more_than_the_money/
https://www.optica-opn.org/home/articles/volume_34/november_2023/departments/the_value_of_patents_it_s_more_than_the_money/
https://www.optica-opn.org/home/
https://www.optica-opn.org/opn/media/Images/Articles/2023/1123/Departments/20231101-p18-Career-img01.jpg
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Image of the Week 

Striking images of optics and photonics, contributed by OPN readers 

 
 

Colorful Volcanic Ash 
 

An ash sample from Mexico’s Popocatépetl volcano viewed under 
polarized light shows that volcanic ash is not as gray as it appears to the 
naked eye. Image captured with an Olympus DP72 camera through an 
Olympus BX52 microscope with 10× magnification and polarized light 
technique.  

—Baruc Zago Mazzocco, Instituto Nacional de Astrofisíca Óptica y 
Electrónica, Tonantzintla, San Andres Cholula, Puebla, Mexico 

https://www.optica-opn.org/home/gallery/image_of_the_week/
https://www.optica-opn.org/home/
https://www.optica-opn.org/opn/media/Images/ImageOfTheWeek/2023/23-11-17a.jpg?width=800
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Webinars 
 

We recommend our NETLAS PhD students to attend these 
upcoming webinars (part of the free Thorlabs webinar 
series). Thorlabs’ Digital Webinars are covering a variety of 
topics, each with a dedicated live Q&A session, and have a 
common goal of providing educational, engaging, and 
valuable content.  
 

 
 
 

Thorlabs Previously Recorded Webinars 
 

Thorlabs’ Digital Webinar series began in 
mid-2020. Each webinar and Q&A session is 

recorded and added to the archive on 
Thorlab’s web page. 

 

https://www.thorlabs.com/newgrouppage9.cfm?objectgroup_id=13891
https://www.thorlabs.com/newgrouppage9.cfm?objectgroup_id=13891
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Up Next! Custom Optics Unleashed: 
Rapid Prototyping and Engineering 

 

When is it appropriate to consider a custom solution? Large wavelength 
ranges, extreme resolution requirements, and tight packaging constraints 
are some of the design drivers toward custom solutions. To be able to 
achieve these requirements and overcome the challenge of lead times, 
Thorlabs has developed processes to get custom components, designs, 
and assemblies to their customers quickly. In this webinar, Nate Burdick 
addresses custom solutions in detail to include fast track quotes, 
QuickTurn™ optics manufacturing, and priority assembly and testing. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Presented by Nate Burdick, Director of Optical 
Technologies, Thorlabs Lens Systems 
 

Nate Burdick has worked in the optics industry since 2007 
after completing his master’s degree in optics at the 
University of Rochester. He has worked at Thorlabs Lens 
Systems (TLS) for six years as an optical engineer and is 
now the director of optical technologies. Burdick is working 
on upcoming custom optical designs and growing the 
internal capabilities of TLS. 

 

 

An Example of a Diagram Used in 
QuickTurn™ Rapid Optical Prototyping. 

https://www.thorlabs.com/newgrouppage9.cfm?objectgroup_id=15748
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NETLAS Beneficiary SUPERLUM’s offers their 840 nm SLDs with 

SM fiber now at a very competitive price and available off the 

shelf for one-week shipment.  

These products offer 40 nm spectral width at 840 nm and 14-

18 mW output power.  

Depending on customer’s requirements, the SLDs can be 

integrated into one of Superlum’s drivers.  

 

 

 

SUPERLUM 

recommend their 

latest, OCT-inspired 

solution: the BLL.  

This is the perfect 

combination of 

affordable price and 

reliable quality.  

Send them a message 

to sales@superlum.ie  

for more details! 

 

https://netlas.aogkent.uk/welcome/phd-students/superlum-diodes-limited/
mailto:sales@superlum.ie
https://www.superlumdiodes.com/
https://media.licdn.com/dms/image/D5622AQGoqmfnLH3WyA/feedshare-shrink_800/0/1698405181643?e=1701302400&v=beta&t=zq48Q9vk_b3wV6c71a3ff4SUVgz0QVgKgpauvB_-KOI
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International College for Oxford 
International Education Group and Kent 

in UK 
 

The University of Kent and Oxford International Education Group 
(OIEG) have partnered to create University of Kent International 

College. 

 

 
Lil Bremermann-Richard, CEO of OIEG pictured with Karen Cox, vice-chancellor and 

president of the University of Kent. Photo: OIEG 

 

Oxford International Education Group has been selected as a partner by the University of 

Kent to help boost international recruitment, as well as enhance global reputation through 

the establishment of UK IC. To do so, OIEG said it will support the institution’s global 

engagement strategy, informing it with a deep understanding of the varied needs of 

students and helping deliver a seamless recruitment experience which puts quality first. 

David Pilsbury, chief development officer at OIEG told The PIE of his delight of partnering 

with the university that ranks within the top 25% of global institutions and offers award-

winning student support. 

“This exciting collaboration introduces a dedicated international college in the heart 

of the University’s Canterbury campus, fostering a thriving community while also 

being less than an hour away from London,” he continued. 

“Furthermore, it grants access to cutting-edge teaching facilities and a wide array 

of on-campus student housing options.” 
The new collaboration marks OIEG’s seventh embedded pathway partnership in the UK. 

https://thepienews.com/news/oieg-and-university-of-kent-launch-international-college/?utm_content=271245162&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin&hss_channel=lcp-2248093
https://thepienews.com/news/oieg-and-university-of-kent-launch-international-college/?utm_content=271245162&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin&hss_channel=lcp-2248093
https://thepienews.com/news/oieg-and-university-of-kent-launch-international-college/?utm_content=271245162&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin&hss_channel=lcp-2248093
https://www.kent.ac.uk/
https://www.oxfordinternationaleducationgroup.com/
https://www.oxfordinternationaleducationgroup.com/
https://www.kent.ac.uk/
https://www.kent.ac.uk/
https://d1pe6f90ru47yo.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/08162300/kent-2-e1699523327679-860x375.jpg
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Our Kent Gleaning Collective has already stopped an 

impressive 4,500kg of food from going to waste! 🍏  

 

Working with Produced in Kent, the Kent Gleaning 

initiative sees Kent students volunteer at local farms to 

harvest produce that would otherwise be thrown away. 

 

The food is then distributed via the FoodLoop app, 

which connects those who have surplus food with those 

who need it, including food banks and charities. 

 

  

 
Gleaning Info session - What's on - University of Kent 

https://www.kent.ac.uk/whats-on/event/63816/gleaning-info-session
https://www.kent.ac.uk/whats-on/event/63816/gleaning-info-session
https://foodloop.app/
https://www.kent.ac.uk/whats-on/event/63816/gleaning-info-session
https://www.kent.ac.uk/
https://static.kent.ac.uk/nexus/events/33/9234.jpg
https://media.licdn.com/dms/image/D4D10AQFYqbQMe6NiVQ/image-shrink_1280/0/1700583606387?e=1701871200&v=beta&t=kZCWcah-PTxDP8KkdjvvtGpSjOZqlL1IcIqp4hofULw
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Happy Birthday to the Pioneer                               
Elisa Leonida Zamfirescu 

10 November 1887 - 25 November 1973 
Elisa Leonida Zamfirescu made history as one of the world's first female 
engineers. In her 86 years of life, Zamfirescu carved herself a spot in a male-
dominated field, led geology labs, and studied Romanian mineral resources. 

 

Determined to follow her interests, Elisa became 
one of the first women ever to graduate with a 
degree in engineering, in a time when science was 
not a girl thing. Elisa Leonida is often thought of as 
the first female engineer in Europe, or even in the 
world. She was certainly the first in Romania, and 
the first female engineering graduate in Germany. 
But the world first goes to Irish Alice Perry who 
graduated six years earlier with a degree in civil 
engineering from Queen’s College, Galway.  

Having notched up that coveted degree, Elisa Leonida turned down a job offer 
at BASF Germany, and began her career as an assistant at the recently formed 
Geological Institute of Romania. Soon after, her career was interrupted by the 
Great War. Elisa joined the Red Cross and ran several hospitals, for which she 
was highly decorated. 
After the war, work at the Geological Institute centred around geology. 
Zamfirescu went from being an assistant to leading 12 laboratories and 
participating in field studies discovering new resources of coal, shale, natural 
gas, chromium, bauxite and copper. Outside of the Institute, she found time to 
teach physics and chemistry at the Pitar Moş School of Girls, and at the School 
of Electricians and Mechanics in Bucharest. She was known to spend many 
hours training staff and mentoring young chemists as well as labourers and 
workers, giving lectures and courses, and inspiring in them a passion for 
science. 
 

Read More Elisa Leonida Zamfirescu | Europeana 

https://www.europeana.eu/en/exhibitions/pioneers/elisa-leonida-zamfirescu
https://www.europeana.eu/en/exhibitions/pioneers/elisa-leonida-zamfirescu
https://www.thejournal.ie/readme/notable-irish-women-in-history-alice-perry-2088823-May2015/
https://igr.ro/
https://www.europeana.eu/en/exhibitions/pioneers/elisa-leonida-zamfirescu
https://images.ctfassets.net/i01duvb6kq77/eef44d1527c08c8686f6d11143cc32a6/3687a9415aea1c0913c348cafa9981f9/Elisa.jpg?w=1100&q=80&fm=webp
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Remembrance: What is it and why is it 
important? 

 
Remembrance Sunday (also known as Poppy Day owing to the tradition of wearing 
a remembrance poppy) is a memorial day observed in Commonwealth member 
states since the end of the First World War to honour armed forces members 
who have died in the line of duty in wars and other military conflicts since the onset 
of World War I. The day is also marked by war remembrances in several other non-
Commonwealth countries. In most countries, Remembrance Day is observed on 11 
November to recall the end of First World War hostilities. By tradition, a two-minute 
period of silence is observed throughout the country at 11 AM, and church services 
and other ceremonial gatherings take place during the day.  

What do the poppies represent? During World War One the farms, fields and land 
in France and Belgium that was fought on was left devastated by battle. All signs of 
life had been virtually wiped out. But one of the first plants to reappear on the 
battlefields after fighting ended were red poppies. So since then, the poppy 
became a symbol of the suffering and sacrifice made by the brave soldiers that 
fought in such a terrifying place and that is why they are still used today, when we 
remember them. 

John McCrae’s “In Flanders Fields” remains to this day one of the most 
memorable war poems ever written. Read More about the Inspiration for the 
poem. 
 

 

“The poem was an exact 
description of the scene in 
front of us both. He used the 
word blow in that line 
because the poppies actually 
were being blown that 
morning by a gentle east 
wind. It never occurred to me 
at that time that it would ever 
be published. It just seemed 
to me to be an exact 
description of the scene.” 
Here is the story of the 
making of that poem. 

 
John McCrae was born on November 30, 1872. A Canadian doctor and teacher who 
served in World War I, he is best known for his memorial poem “In Flanders Fields.” 
He died on January 28, 1918. Read more poems by John MC Crae.  

You can sign up for Poem-a-Day: The only daily poetry series publishing new work 
by today’s poets. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/15492752
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/15492752
https://www.britannica.com/event/World-War-I
http://www.greatwar.co.uk/poems/john-mccrae-in-flanders-fields-inspiration.htm
http://www.greatwar.co.uk/poems/john-mccrae-in-flanders-fields-inspiration.htm
https://vfwpost3617.org/patriotism/in-flanders-fields/
https://vfwpost3617.org/patriotism/in-flanders-fields/
https://poets.org/poet/john-mccrae
http://www.greatwar.co.uk/poems/john-mccrae-in-flanders-fields.htm
https://poets.org/poet/john-mccrae#tabbed-content
https://poets.org/poem-a-day
https://vfwpost3617.org/wp-content/uploads/flanders-fields-poem-photo.jpg
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We invite all partners to communicate events and ideas to place in our newsletter 
 
Please send any piece of news, on NETLAS activities or anything else happening 
that may be of interest to the NETLAS community, to Ramona Cernat: 
R.Cernat@kent.ac.uk and to Adrian Podoleanu: ap11@kent.ac.uk 
 
 

 

AOG Photo taken in November 2023 by PhD Student Julien Camard 

mailto:R.Cernat@kent.ac.uk
mailto:ap11@kent.ac.uk

